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Introduction



Defining luminescence

Luminescence is the process of absorption of energy by a solid,
which subsequently leads to the excitation of its electrons,
followed by the emission of that energy in the form of photons.

Further, luminesence is

• not black body radiation as it does not obey Wein’s law
• composed of two possible stages:

1. Fluorescence, where emission occurs during absorption
2. Phosphorescence, where emission occurs after absorption

• almost entirely dependent on activator atoms/ions
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Types of luminescence

Photoluminescence is excitation via photon bombardment.

Cathodoluminescence is excitation via electron
bombardment.

Chemiluminescence is excitation via chemicals.

Electroluminescence is excitation via an electric field.

NB Although is such a thing as thermoluminescence it does not refer to
exciting activators via heat supply. We will discuss this shortly.
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Luminescent crystals

Pure state luminescent crystals. These are rare crystals that
exhibit luminescence in their purest form,
untouched. These are not of interest to us.

Self-activators. These have activators, like self-interstitials,
that are composite atoms e.g. ZnS, ZnO, Al2O3.

Impurity activators. These have activators that are impurities
to the original crystal e.g. Zn2SiO4 activated with
Mn or alkali halides activated with heavy metals.
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Excitation
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Processes of excitation

direct incidence

A photon of the correct frequency may be absorbed by an
activator electron that gets excited.

electron capture

Free holes may jump up from the valence band to the ground
state of an activator or free electrons may jump down from the
conduction band to the excited state of an activator.

exiton diffusion

An electron bound to a positive charge region (together called
an exciton) may lose energy that is picked up by an activator.
This suggests energy transfer from hosts to impurities.
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Emisison



The Frank-Condon principle

When an electron is optically excited the
nucleus of its ion may be considered to be
at rest during this excitation.

This principle states that the time-interval of excitation is
small compared to a lattice vibration. In other words, the
optical activation energy is always greater than or equal to the
thermal activation energy.
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The thermal energy is given by GL and is lesser than GH* the optical
activation energy.

The energy of the excited electron goes from G to G* and then, giving
off heat, falls to some H* corresponding to some H>G.
Depending on the vibration of the lattice though this excitation may
be anywhere in the MM*H*H region.
Consequently optical excitations look like a band spectrum while
thermal excitations look like a line spectrum.
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Radiation-free transition

What happens if energy transition occurs near an excited
state that is close to the energy level of a ground state?

There can be a transition L→G2 without a photon emission. 9



Inverse temperature dependence of luminosity

If the probability of an excited activator to emit a photon and
return to the ground state is Pe while the probability of thermal
dissipation is Pt without the emission of a photon we have

η =
Pe

Pe + Pt

the luminescence efficiency of a crystal where

Pt = νe−Eg/kBT

Consequently Pt, the thermal dissipation (as opposed to
luminescence), increases with T explaining the observation
that luminescence efficiency drops at higher temperatures.
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Decay mechanisms



Decay and its types

Decay refers to the loss of luminescence over time, generally
once the excitation itself has stopped.

Decay has two mechanisms:

1. Temperature-independent decay
2. Temperature-dependent decay

Decay is often an exponential process.
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Temperature-independent decay

I(t) the intensity of luminescence over time is given by

I(t) = −dn
dt

where n ≡ n(t) is the number of excited states at time t and
I(t) is the negative rate of decrease of the number of excited
states, i.e. the positive decay.

If −d/dt = 1/τ is the frequency with which excited electrons
return to G we have I(t) = n/τ where n(t) = n0e−t/τ so that

I(t) = (n0/τ)e−t/τ = I0e−t/τ

for I0 := n0/τ . Luminous decay is, therefore, exponential.
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Temperature-dependent decay

In some crystals τ is of the order of several minutes. Further τ
experimentally shows exponential decays with temperature. As
a result we redefine the frequency as

τ−1 := τ−1
0 e−Eg/kBT

The physical model for such luminescence decay involves a
metastable state somewhere between the excited and ground
states with the condition that the probability of an electron
returning to the ground state is greater the probability of it
returning to the excited state.
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The temperature-dependent decay of the intensity of
luminescence is given by

I(t) = n0
τ
e−t/τ

=
n0
τ0

e−t/τ0e−Eg/kBTe−Eg/kBT

NB There are two τ for substitution so we get an exponential of an exponential.

Less confusing way of writing this:

I(t) =
(
n0
τ0

)
exp (−Eg/kBT) {exp [−t/τ0 exp (−Eg/kBT)]}
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Thermoluminescence



Thermoluminescence

I(t) = n0
τ0

e−t/τ0e−Eg/kBTe−Eg/kBT

For temperature-dependent decays involving a metastable
state of energy EM consider what happens when he start
uniformly heating our crystal at dT/dt = κ (say).

• At kBT ≪ EM the intensity I(t) remains low

• At kB ≈ EM the intensity I(t) increases
• Over time the state M depletes so I(t) drops again
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Thermoluminescence and the glow curve

Subsequently we have a bell curve for I(t). Such a curve on an
I(t) versus t graph is called a glow curve. This curve follows

I(t) =
(
n0
τ0

)
e−Eg/kBT exp

[
(−1/τ0κ)

∫ T

T0
e−Eg/kBTdT

]
obtained on substituting dt = dT/κ into I(t) = (n0/τ0)e−Eg/kBT.

The process of emission of light as a result of heating after
excitation is called thermoluminescence.
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Miscellaneous ideas



A quick look at the Gudden–Pohl effect

Recall: electroluminescence is the process of causing
luminescence using an electric field to excite electrons.

When an DC electric field is applied to or removed from certain
crystals that are in the phosphorescence phase after (usually
UV) photoluminescence a momentary flash of light is observed.

This phenomenon is called the Gudden–Pohl effect or GPE for
short.
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• Best observed under DC fields

• Application of a field polarises lattice electrons
• Internal field counteracts applied field rapidly
• Flash: on removal of field polarisation decays rapidly
• Electrophotoluminescence: flash appears on excitation
(not during phosphorescence)
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Colour centres

A colour centre is a lattice defect that can
absorb visible light.

Generally crystals, esp. Alkali Halides, are transparent over the
visible spectrum. Also called Farbe centres of F centres. Often,
the crystal takes on some visible colouration.
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methods of generation

• Direct introduction of impurities
• X-ray irradiation (γ-rays, neutrons, electrons)
• Introducing excess metal ions by heating/vapour
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NaCl with Fe(III)Cl. Courtesy, Dmitry Shintyakov. https://goo.gl/rnKJJJ.
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qualitative overview

• Optical absorption characteristic at select E and λ

• Central (max) absorption band is called the F band
• ESR: F centre is bound a e− at a negative ion vacancy
• Excess +ve ions creates F centres e.g. excess Na in NaCl
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the absorption process

• A negative ion vacancy in a lattice ≈ positive ion

• Negative vacancy attracts and binds a free e−

• ‘Positive ion’ plus bound e− is like a dipole
• Dipole transitions to excited state by visible λ absorption
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download a pdf of these slides at

vhbelvadi.com/teaching
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